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Exploring
concepts of self

Laura Purser asks: Why we are focusing on self-esteem when
self-efficacy could be the key to developing emotional literacy?
he concept of self is
complex, with varying
strands to consider when
applying potential ways
to utilise development
of self in children.
According to Carl Rogers,
self-concept is an overarching construct,
with self-esteem featuring as one of the
components (McLeod, 2008).
The education sector tends to lean
toward increasing self-esteem as there is
a correlation with improved academic
achievement and, in addition, we are all
aware of the need to support mental health
and emotional wellbeing.
Teachers and SENCOs gravitate
towards it as a potential fix for children
presenting with a low sense of wellbeing.
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However, the spotlight on self-esteem could
be distracting us from the more subtle and
nuanced aspects of sense of self that may
be the key to opening the door to a better
developed emotional literacy, vocabulary,
and understanding of self-concept.

SELF-ESTEEM AND
SELF-EFFICACY
Self-esteem and self-efficacy are similar
concepts that influence and correlate with
each other. For example, a child who has
low levels in one is likely to have low levels
in the other. However, it is possible to have
low self-esteem and still have high selfefficacy. This is often seen in perfectionists
who are highly critical of themselves but are
capable in specific situations. This may lead
us to question which area would be the most
effective to develop for the best outcomes.
A variety
tyy of factors influence your selfesteem and are based on how much
you value yourself. Those with low
self-esteem often have a more negative

Self-efficacy reflects
confidence in the ability
to exert control over
one’s own motivation,
behaviour and social
environment.
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view of themselves and their abilities.
William James, the pioneer of the self-esteem
movement, designed a formula for defining
self-esteem: self-esteem = success divided by
our pretensions (goals, values, and beliefs
about our potential) (Hewitt, 2005). If our
level of success exceeds our expectations,
then we might view ourselves as successful
and feel good about ourselves, which raises
our self-esteem. On the other hand, if our
achievements are low but our expectations
are high, then we may see ourselves as a
failure. We often attribute these expectations
of self to the child’s decision to like
themselves and therefore increase our praise
and provide opportunities within school to
raise their perception of their abilities.
However, this can often backfire,
unintentionally reinforcing their beliefs of
who they are; it has been theorised that the
framework of self is often solidified by the
age of seven.
Self-efficacy refers to an individual’s belief
in their capacity
tyy to execute behaviours
necessary to produce specific performance
attainments (Bandura, 1977, 1986, 1997).
Self-efficacy reflects confidence in the ability
tyy
to exert control over one’s own motivation,
behaviour, and social environment.
Self-efficacy is often attributed to similar
constructs such as self-worth, self-identity
ty,
y
self-confidence, self-awareness and most
commonly self-esteem and self-concept.
We form and regulate our self-concept
as we grow, based on the knowledge
we have about ourselves. However, we
may think that it is only when the child
enters the world of education and school

Self-esteem is a
popular and easy
theme and arguably
less abstract than
efficacy.

that the need to draw on efficacy
and therefore esteem, comes to the
forefront. Children begin to consider
themselves and the perception of how
others view them, in a place where
social currency comes into full force and
institutional expectations become higher.

PRACTICE TO SUPPORT
DEVELOPMENT OF
SELF-ESTEEM
Self-esteem is a popular and easy theme
and is arguably less abstract than efficacy.
Pre-constructed schemes, along with
extensive research over time, have pointed
towards using self-esteem as a tool. Selfefficacy may be harder for teachers to get
to grips with regarding the implementation
of strategies and as an intervention.
There is often confusion and ambiguity
tyy
surrounding the self-concept constructs.
Teachers often feel more comfortable
generalising its application across all areas
of emotional literacy, with the intention of
facilitating positive outcomes in children’s
wellbeing. However, if we can be more

specific and bespoke in our
choice of self-concept construct
then we may better meet the needs of
the child and therefore touch on more
effective outcomes.
If we focus on increasing self-esteem to
combat child mental health issues, we may be
missing fundamental and important pieces of
the puzz
zzle.
z Going beyond the usual rhetoric
around self-esteem can be challenging but
also exciting as it provides glimpses into
areas of psychology that we may not venture
into when sticking to the tried and tested
approaches that do work but that
can be self-limiting.
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HOW CAN WE
PRACTICALLY
IMPLEMENT
CHANGES TO
SUPPORT SELFCONCEPT?
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Resea
arch into this
area
a of self ha
as led
me to conclud
de that
you can’’t have
e a sense
of self-este
eem
m without a
sense of self. Therefore, it
stand
ds to reason that a sense of
self is the outcom
me we are loo
oking for.
Practically, we can look into implementing
a variiety
ty of activitiess that embed and
complementt ourr to
opicc-based te
eaching. We
can look at adjusting or, in many cases
increa
asinng,, the provision of circcle time annd
PSHE lessons on se
elf-estee
em and broad
den
them to include self-e
efficacy, concept, identitty
and emotionall reg
gula
ation in relation to
children knowing themselves.
Speccialist inter ventions cann include smalll
group workk or one-tto-o
one sesssions that guide
map
ppiing out and visualising future goals
and colla
aborativvelyy working
g backw
wards
on the steps to achie
eving them; this is often
visualised as the
e step
pping
g stonnes toward
the belief that they can achieve a long-term
goal. These interactionns ensure that the
ownership of language comes from the chhild
d
thhemselves and
d allthough ad
dults provid
de
structures and suggestiionss, the goals come
from an internalissed motiva
ation ra
ather thhan an
imposed assumption.
Different age groups can access
understa
anding at diffe
ere
ent le
evels, using
metacognition skills to support thinking about
who they are annd how they can effectively
change and grow as an individual. Utilissing
Dweck’ss (2008) gro
owth minndsett approach
mayy help
p to supportt understanding and
d
accessing Kuypers’ (201
11) Zones of
Regula
ation, an evide
ence-based frame
eworkk,
can help support independ
dennt regulation as it
lookks at unnderlying deficits in em
motionall and
sensory regulation, executive functioning,
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and social cognitionn (which arre beneficcial for
child
dren attem
mpting to articulate their feeliings
and understannding of who they are).
Vissual emojiss can expa
and emottional
vocabuulary to suupport idenntify
fying em
fyi
motiona
al
states and ways to accept ourselve
es, even
the sid
des we are eager to reject be
ecause off
discomffort or perceived una
accepta
ability
ty. It
ty.
is recom
mmended that aspiring and existing
SENCO
Os are trained to re
ecognise
e the
differrences betw
tween the constructs and ho
twe
ow
the
ey can efffectivelyy imp
plementt pro
ovision
to
o affect positive outcom
mes for social and
d
emotional difficulties.

WHAT ARE POTENTIAL
FUTURE APPLICATIONS?
No one co
onstruct of self is more importa
ant
than annother; they are comp
plementarry and
unllocking one ca
an facillita
ate others,, like the
domino efffect. If we foccus on onne at the
excllusion of anothher or choosse to forgo
an area, we should be suure that we are
clear abouut the outcome we are sttriving
to achieve. As the
e SEN Code of Practicce
(2015) freq
quently highlig
ghts, we sho
ould
promo
ote positive outcomes for children and
young people with SEND; we need to know
what these outcomes are
e when targeting
development off se
elf.
Resea
arch illustrates thhe importance of
alllowing strengths and capacities to shine
through weaknesses or vulnerabiilitties
(Seligman & Csikszentmihalyyi 2000).
Therefore, it seems thhat high self-esteem iss
an aspecct of self we can utilise to promo
ot e
the co
onditions of optimal human fuunctioning
and achievemennt rather thhan seeing it
as the most im
mportant facctor to highlig
ght.
Developing a sense of sellf--concept coulld
be the applicationn of how teachers and
SENCOs support childrren’s unnderstandiing
of thheir own strengthhs annd uniquenesss, to
alllow theiir wellbeing to thrive
e, to value
themselves as citizens within socie
ety and
to achieve lifelong learniing goals, firmly
developing theirr sense of self-worth and
giving them a sense of place in the world.

